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Extraction of tight binding parameters from in-situ ARPES on the
continuously doped surface of cuprates
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Recently we developed a technique of ozone/vacuum annealing to continuously change the doping level of the surface of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x and measured a nearly whole superconducting dome on one surface by in-situ angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy [arXiv: 1805.06450]. Here we study the evolution of the electronic structures of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x using this
technique together with tight binding fits. The tight binding parameters are extracted to study their evolution with doping.
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1 Introduction
The physics of high-Tc cuprate superconductors is fascinating since a small variation of carrier doping can significantly
change the electronic structure. For example, in the holedoped cuprates a large hole-liked Fermi surface that locates
around the (π, π) points degenerates to an incomplete “Fermi
arc” due to the widely studied pseudogap [1-4] in the underdoped (UD) region. Therefore, a systematic study of
electronic structure evolution in a wide range of doping is
critical to understand the superconducting mechanism of
cuprates. However, surface cleaving, which is necessary for
surface techniques such as angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) and scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS) that are powerful in revealing the electronic structure
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of cuprates [5,6], posses a serious problem for quantitative
comparisons from sample to sample due to the different
conditions of the surfaces. Recently, we developed a new
technique of ozone/vacuum annealing to continuously
change the doping level of the surface layers of Bi2Sr2
CaCu2O8+x (Bi2212), which enables us to measure almost the
whole superconducting dome on one sample surface by insitu ARPES [7]. Here we use the single-band tight binding
(TB) model to fit the electronic structure obtained by this
technique, including Fermi surface (FS) and band structure.
We obtain the TB parameters and their doping evolution,
which are important for understanding the properties of
cuprates [8].

2 Experimental methods
The surface treatments through ozone/vacuum annealing and
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the sample preparation are described in our recent paper [7].
In-situ ARPES measurements were carried in an ARPES
system equipped with a Scienta R4000 analyzer and a Scienta VUV source. A He Iα resonant line (hυ=21.218 eV) was
used, and the vacuum of the ARPES chamber was better than
−11
3×10 torr. The energy and angular resolution was set at
~20 meV and 0.2°, respectively. All Fermi surface sheets
were acquired at 30 K and integrated over ±10 meV around
the Fermi energy which was measured in a polished gold that
is tightly contacted to with the sample and the ground.

3 Experimental results
Through a series of ozone and vacuum annealing, we obtained the FS sheets at different doped levels (Figure 1(a)(h)). In principle the FS of Bi2212 is a distorted circle around
the (π, π) point. However, in practice the FS of Bi2212 is
more complicated: Firstly, as a result of the bilayer splitting
[9], the main FS splits into the bonding FS branch and the
anti-bonding FS branch as shown in Figure 1(a); Secondly,
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there are several of “ghost” FS sheets due to the Bi-O superlattice modulation, and a “shadow” FS sheet stemmed
from the orthorhombic folding as illustrated in Figure 1(a).
We apply a single-band TB model plus a bilayer splitting
term to fit the FS sheets with the constraint t″/t′=−1/2 as
suggested previously [8,10-12]. In order to make the fitting
robust and comparable, we scale all TB parameters to the
value of the first-nearest-neighbor hoping integral t (eq. (1)).
1
E (kx, k y) = µ / t + (coskxa + cosk ya)
2
+t / t coskxacosk ya
1
+ t / t (cos2kxa + cos2k ya)
2
2
t bi
± coskxa cosk ya .
4t

(

)

(1)

The fittings are based on the kf points defined as the
minimum gap locus shown as the red points (bonding) and
black points (anti-bonding) in Figure 1(a)-(h). One can see
that the fitting FS contours match well with those kf points or
the underlying FS sheets, including the main FS sheets, the
superlattice FS sheets, and even the weak shadow FS sheet

Figure 1 (Color online) Doping evolution of Fermi surface. (a)-(h) Fermi surfaces of each treat sequence; (a) Fermi surface acquired by ozone annealing;
(b)-(h) Fermi surfaces of a series of vacuum annealing. The solid red lines and black lines represent the bonding FS contours and antibonding FS contours
from TB fit, respectively. Dash red lines are the superlattice FS contours and the gray dash lines are the shadow FS contours. The red or black circles are the kf
points with a minimum excitation gap along the bonding or anti-bonding FS. (i), (j) Doping evolution of bonding FS and anti-bonding FS contours. The
doping levels of them are marked with the blue diamonds in the left panel of (k). The nodal kf relative to the Γ point is plotted in the right panel of (k).
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(Figure 1(a)-(h)). We summarize the fitting bonding FS and
anti-bonding FS contours at different doping levels shown in
Figure 1(i) and (j), respectively. It is evident that the FS
shrinks and the nodal kf point smoothly moves toward the
center of the hole FS (Figure 1(k)), which is consistent with a
reduction of the doping level. It is well established that the
relative area of a FS to the Brillouin zone equals or is equal to
(1+x)/2, where x is the doped concentration [7], so we can get
the doping level of each annealing sequence from the area of
fitted FS contours as plotted in the left panel of Figure 1(k).
In Figure 2 we plot the doping evolution of the scaled TB
parameters. We find that the chemical potential μ/t shifts to
the zero energy with the decreasing of doping concentration
as shown in Figure 2(a). In a hole-liked rigid-band system,
the chemical potential would gradually shift to the top of the
band when holes are taken away from the material. We also
find that the value of tbi/4t, which represents the extent of
bilayer splitting, decays linearly as doping is reduced
(Figure 2(b)), which is consistent with a previous observation [13]. We then evaluate the evolution of the secondnearest-neighbor hoping parameter t′/t in Figure 2(c) and (d).
First of all, it seems to be slightly proportional to Tc as shown
in Figure 2(d), here Tc is estimated from the doped concentration x according to the empirical formula of Bi2212
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[14]. Since it has been suggested that t′/t is proportional to
Tc,max in the cuprates [8,15], we plot t′/t versus Tc,max for
several typical cuprate superconductors in Figure 2(d) for
comparison. Ones can find that t′/t of Bi2212 has an opposite
trend and a much smaller variation, which is about 20% of
the optimal doped level.
In order to obtain the value of the first-nearest-neighbor
hopping parameter t, we use the TB model to fit the band
dispersion based on these scaled parameters. We focus on
two principle directions, the MY direction which reflects the
information of the antinodal region and the ΓY direction
which reflects the information of the nodal region. Their
corresponding band positions in k-space are plotted in
Figure 1(j). In this experiment we aligned the sample paralleling to the MY direction, so the band dispersion along
MY was acquired in a direct way, while the dispersion along
ΓY was obtained indirectly from the spectral intensity
I (E, kx, ky). We fit the dispersion along MY first. The spectra
*
along MY was measured above Tc or T (for UD region) and
divided by the Fermi-Dirac function to avoid the large superconducting gap (or the pseudogap) and the associated
band bending [16]. Since a highly overdoped sample has a
well-defined band dispersion (Figure 3(a)), it is more reliable
to determine the parameter t by fitting the ΜY band dis-

Figure 2 (Color online) Doping evolution of TB fitting parameters. (a)-(c) Doping evolution of the scaled chemical potential μ/t, interlayer hopping
parameter tbi/4t, and second-nearest-neighbor hoping integral t′/t; three independent samples are marked with different colors, the red, blue, and violet,
respectively. (d) t′/t evolution with Tc, which is calculated by the doped carrier concentration x according to the empirical formula of Bi2212 [14]. The black
diamond one marks the values of t′/t of optimal doped LSCO, Bi2201, Bi2212, Tl2201, Hg1201 and Bi2223 plotted against with their Tc,max, the dash line is
the linear fitting. These t′/t of different materials are from the ref. [15].
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Figure 3 (Color online) TB bands for x~0.246, 0.214, 0.165, 0.118 of sample #2. We fit the MY band of x~0.246, and obtain the value of t of ~ −0.6 eV as
shown in (a); the thick black dash line is the fitting results of anti-bonding band and the thick red dash line is the fitting results of bonding band. (b)-(d) The
TB bands calculated using t~−0.6 eV and the parameter sets (unit in eV) listed on the top of images for each doping level along MY. The blue hollow circles
in (c) are the peaks of the momentum dispersion curves. (e)-(d) The TB bands at ΓY direction. All thin dash lines in the figures are the corresponding
superlattice bands for (a)-(h). The corresponding intensity color scale of each image is given in their low right.

persion of the highest overdoping level, which gives
~−0.6 eV. We assume the value of t is a constant for each
doping level, and plot the corresponding TB bands for each
doping level in Figure 3(b)-(h). For the MY direction, one
can see that the band structure matches well with the TB
band except for the ones in the UD region. This deviation
might be due to the stronger electron correlations in the UD
region. For the ΓY direction, the TB band also matches well
with the main band and superlattice bands for the binding
energy smaller than the energy of ~70 meV, which is the
energy position of the well-known kink for Bi2212 [17-20]
as shown in Figure 3(e)-(h). The band dispersion along ΓY
was measured in the superconducting state since the superconducting gap is zero along this direction. The Fermi velocity Vf derived from the TB fit along this direction is a
−1
constant, ~ −2 eV A , for every doping level, which is
consistent with the previous results [21].

4 Discussion
As suggested previously [8], the value of t′/t is controlled by
the crystal structure and the chemical composition, and the
materials with larger t′/t tend to have higher values of Tc,max.

For Bi2212, there is no change of the crystal structure when
carriers are doped into the material, since the variation of
symmetry and FS topology are not observed. We suspect that
the change of chemical composition due to doped carriers is
responsible for the 20% variation of t′/t. Even though the one
with larger value of t′/t in the UD region tends to achieve
higher value of Tc, the reduction of carrier concentration in
this region still dominate the change of Tc. For cuprate superconductors, the superfluid density is believed to determine the value of Tc in the UD region [22]. Ding et al. [23]
and Feng et al. [24] suggested that the doped carrier concentration of the UD region is closely related to the superfluid below Tc, which means that the decrease of carrier
concentrations makes the system to have a lower value of Tc.
We notice that the TB band does not match well with the
measured bands along MY direction in the UD region
(Figure 3(c) and (d)). Since the normal state is a strange
metal phase in this region, we speculate that this mismatch
might be related to some kind of exotic behaviors of this
strange metal phase.
For the ΓY direction, the fitted TB band has a good match
with the measured band in the low binding energy for each
doping, and starts to deviate at the binding energy higher
than ~70 meV due to the prominent dispersion kink [17-20].
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The TB band has a constant Fermi velocity, −2 eV A ,
which is consistent with previous results [21]. However, a
recent report [25] gave a smaller Fermi velocity Vf extracted
within a very low energy window (0-7 meV below the Fermi
energy), and it decreases with decreasing doping, while the
band velocity of the intermediate binding energy
−1
(30-40 meV) remains a constant value (−2 eV A ) at different doping levels. If this variable Vf is used to estimate the
value of t, then t would become smaller and smaller with
decreasing doping, and the evolution of the chemical potential μ and the interlayer hoping parameter tbi will be unreasonable. The conclusion that the low energy kink at
~10 meV stemming from the couplings with a low-energy
mode [26,27] would be reconcile for this contradiction. Due
to this low energy kink, the strong renormalization effect that
is not included in the TB band changes the Fermi velocity in
the UD region. The TB band parameters obtained here can be
considered as the “bared band” which can be directly used in
various theoretical models.

5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we present the evolution of the electronic
structure of Bi2212 within a nearly whole superconducting
dome by measuring on a continuously doped surface of
Bi2212 using in-situ ARPES. By applying the single-band
TB model to fit the FS sheets and the band structures, we
determine the values of TB parameters and their evolution
with doping, which are important for theoretical modeling of
high-Tc cuprates.
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